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Motivation

• Key challenge in topic modeling: selecting an appropriate number of 
topics for a corpus. 

• Choosing too few topics will produce results that are overly broad.

• Choosing too many will result in the“over-clustering” of a corpus 

into many small, highly-similar topics.

• In the literature, topic modeling results are often presented as lists of 

top-ranked terms. But how robust are these rankings?


• Stability analysis has been used elsewhere to measure ability of an 
algorithm to produce similar solutions on data originating from the 
same source (Levine & Domany, 2001).
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Proposal: term-centric stability approach for selecting the number of 
topics in a corpus, based on agreement between term rankings.



Term Ranking Similarity
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Rank Topic 1
1 film

2 music
3 awards
4 star
5 band
6 album
7 oscar
8 movie
9 cinema
10 song


Rank Topic 1
1 celebrity
2 music
3 awards
4 star
5 ceremony
6 band
7 movie
8 oscar
9 cinema
10 film


• Simple approaches:

• Measure correlation (e.g. Spearman).

• Measure overlap between  

the two sets.

• How do we deal with…

• Indefiniteness (i.e. missing terms).

• Positional information.

Ranking R1 Ranking R2

➡ We propose a “top-weighted” similarity measure that can also 
handle indefinite rankings. 

|R1 \R2|
|R1 [R2|

Initial Problem: Given a pair of ranked lists of terms, how can we 
measure the similarity between them?



Term Ranking Similarity

Average Jaccard (AJ) Similarity:  
Calculate average of the Jaccard scores between 
every pair of subsets of d top-ranked terms in 
two ranked lists, for depths d ∈ [1, t].
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Table 1. Example of Average Jaccard (AJ) term ranking similarity, for two ranked
lists of terms up to depth d = 5. The value Jac

d

indicates the Jaccard score at depth
d only, while AJ indicates the current AJ similarity at that depth.

d R1,d

R2,d

Jac
d

AJ
1 album sport 0.000 0.000
2 album, music sport, best 0.000 0.000
3 album, music, best sport, best, win 0.200 0.067
4 album, music, best, award sport, best, win, medal 0.143 0.086
5 album, music, best, award, win sport, best, win, medal, award 0.429 0.154

cost of applying multiple similarity operations. However, this will often lead to
indefinite rankings, where di↵erent subsets of terms are being compared.

Therefore, following the ranking distance measure proposed by Fagin et al. [17],
we propose the use of a top-weighted version of the Jaccard index, suitable for
calculating the similarity between pairs of indefinite rankings. Specifically, we
define the Average Jaccard (AJ) measure as follows. We calculate the average of
the Jaccard scores between every pair of subsets of d top-ranked terms in two
lists, for depth d 2 [1, t]. That is:
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is the head of list R
i

up to depth d. This is a symmetric measure
producing values in the range [0, 1], where the terms through a ranked list are
weighted according to a decreasing linear scale. To demonstrate this, a simple
illustrative example is shown in Fig. 1. Note that, although the Jaccard score
at depth d = 5 is comparatively high (0.429), the mean score is much lower
(0.154), as the similarity between terms occurs towards the tails of the lists –
these terms carry less weight than those at the head of the lists, such as “album”
and “sport”.

3.2 Topic Model Agreement

We now consider the problem of measuring the agreement between two di↵erent
k-way topic models, represented as two ranking sets S

x

= {R
x1

, . . . , R
xk

} and
S

y

= {R
y1

, . . . , R
yk

}, both containing k ranked lists. We construct a k ⇥ k
similarity matrix M, such that the entry M

ij

indicates the agreement between
R

xi

and R
yj

(i.e. the i-th topic in the first model and the j-th topic in the second
model), as calculated using the Average Jaccard score (Eqn. 1). We then find
the best match between the rows and columns of M (i.e. the ranked lists in S

x

and S
y

). The optimal permutation ⇡ may be found in O(k3) time by solving the
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Example - AJ Similarity for two ranked lists with t=5 terms:

➡ Differences at the top of the ranked lists have more influence than 
differences at the tail of the lists.



Topic Model Agreement
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• Proposed Strategy: 
1. Build k x k Average Jaccard similarity matrix.

2. Find optimal match between the rows and columns using Hungarian 

assignment method.

3. Measure agreement as the average similarity between matched topics.

Ranking R1:
R11 = {sport, win, award}
R12 = {bank, finance, money}
R13 = {music, album, band}

Ranking R2:
R21 = {finance, bank, economy}
R22 = {music, band, award}
R23 = {win, sport, money}

the best match between the rows and columns of S (i.e. the ranked lists in R
x

and R
y

). The optimal permutation ⇡ may be found in O(k3) time by solving the
minimal weight bipartite matching problem using the Hungarian method [22].
From this, we can produce an agreement score:
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y
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by the permutation
⇡. Values for the above take the range [0, 1], where a comparison between two
identical k-topic models will result in a score of 1.

R
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R
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R
13

3.3 Model Selection

To generate a diverse collection of solutions, we combine two general strategies
common in the ensemble clustering and stability analysis literature. Firstly, we
make use of the natural instability of topic modeling algorithms – i.e. the sensi-
tivity of NMF to the choice of initial factors, or the stochastic element in LDA
optimization. Secondly, to further increase diversity, at each run we sample a
specific fraction � of all documents for analysis.

We measure pairwise agreement between all term ranking collections for a
given value of k using the AJ term ranking agreement method described in
Section 3.1.

The approach above requires the evaluation of the agreement between 1/2⇥
⌧ ⇥ (⌧ � 1) unique pairs of ranking collections. Following the stability analysis
method described in X, an alternative approach is to identify an initial single
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subsets of r top-ranked items in two lists, for r = [1, t]. This naturally accords a
higher positional weight to items at the top of the lists. More recently, Kumar and
Vassilvitskii proposed a generic framework for measuring the distance between
a pair of rankings [21], supporting both positions weights (i.e. top-weighted)
and item relevance weights. Based on this framework, generalized versions of
Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s footrule metric were derived. However, the authors
did not focus on the case of indefinite rankings.

3 Methods

In this section we describe a general stability-based method for selecting the num-
ber of topics for topic modeling. Unlike previous unsupervised stability analysis
and ensemble clustering methods, we focus on the use of features or terms to
evaluate the suitability of a model. This is motivated by the term-centric ap-
proach generally taken in topic modeling, where precedence is generally given to
the term-topic output and topics are summarized using a truncated set of top
terms per topic. Also, unlike the approach proposed in [11] for genetic data, our
method does not assume that topic clusters are entirely disjoint and does not
require the calculation of a dense connectivity matrix.

Firstly, in Section 3.1 we describe a similarity metric for comparing two
ranked lists of terms. Using this measure, in Section 3.2 we propose a measure
of the agreement between two topic models, represented as ranked term lists.
Subsequently, in Section 3.3 we propose a stability analysis method for selecting
the number of topics in a text corpus.
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3.1 Term Ranking Similarity

A general way to represent the output of a topic modeling algorithm is in the
form of a ranking set containing k ranked lists, denoted S = {R
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i-th topic produced by the algorithm is represented by the list R

i

, containing
the top t terms which are most characteristic of that topic according to some
criterion. In the case of NMF, this will correspond to the highest ranked values
in each column of the k basis vectors, while for LDA this will consist of the
terms with the highest probabilities in the term distributions for each topic. For
partitional or hierarchical document clustering algorithms, this might consist of
the highest ranked terms in each cluster centroid.

A variety of symmetric measures could be used to assess the similarity be-
tween a pair of ranked lists (R
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). A näıve approach would be to employ a
simple set overlap method, such as the Jaccard index [22]. However, such mea-
sures do not take into account positional information. Terms occurring at the
top of a ranked list generated by an algorithm such as NMF will naturally be
more indicative of a topic than those occurring at the tail of the list, which corre-
spond to zero or near-zero values in the original basis vectors. Also, in practice,
rather than considering all m terms in a corpus, the results of topic modeling are
presented using the t << m top ranked terms. Similarly, if we wish to consider
truncated ranked lists with up to t terms, this will generally lead to indefinite
rankings, where di↵erent subsets of terms are being compared.

Following the ranking distance measure proposed by Fagin et al. [20], we
propose the use of a top-weighted version of the Jaccard index, suitable for
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define the Average Jaccard (AJ) measure as follows. We calculate the mean
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producing values in the range [0, 1], where the terms through a ranked list are
accorded relevance according to a decreasing linear scale. To demonstrate this,
a simple illustrative example is shown in Fig. 1. Note that, although the Jaccard
score at depth d = 5 is comparatively high (0.429), the mean score is much lower
(0.154), as the similarity between terms occurs towards the tails of the lists –

Fig. 1. A simple example of measuring the agreement between two di↵erent topic
models, each containing k = 3 topics, represented by a pair of ranking sets.

minimal weight bipartite matching problem using the Hungarian method [20].
From this, we can produce an agreement score:
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by the permuta-
tion ⇡. Values for the above take the range [0, 1], where a comparison between
two identical k-way topic models will result in a score of 1. A simple example
illustrating the agreement process is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3 Selecting the Number of Topics

Building on the agreement measure defined in Section 3.2, we now propose a
model selection approach for topic modeling. For each value of k in a broad pre-
defined range [k
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To generate a diverse collection of solutions, we combine two general strategies
common in the ensemble clustering and stability analysis literature. Firstly, we
make use of the natural instability of topic modeling algorithms – i.e. the sensi-
tivity of NMF to the choice of initial factors, or the stochastic element in LDA
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From this, we can produce an agreement score:
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by the permuta-
tion ⇡. Values for the above take the range [0, 1], where a comparison between
two identical k-way topic models will result in a score of 1. A simple example
illustrating the agreement process is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3 Selecting the Number of Topics

Building on the agreement measure defined in Section 3.2, we now propose a
model selection approach for topic modeling. For each value of k in a broad pre-
defined range [k

min

, k
max

], we proceed as follows. We firstly generate an initial
topic model on the complete data set using an appropriate algorithm (ideally this
should be deterministic in nature), which provides a reference point for analyzing
the stability a↵orded by using k topics. We represent this as a reference ranking

set S
0

, where each topic is represented by the ranked list of its top t terms.
Subsequently, ⌧ samples of the data set are constructed by randomly selecting
a subset of � ⇥ n documents without replacement, where 0  �  1 denotes the
sampling ratio controlling the number of documents in each sample. We then
generate ⌧ k-way topic models by applying the topic modeling algorithm to each
of the samples, resulting in alternative ranking sets {S

1

, . . . ,S
⌧

}, where all topics
are also represented using t top terms. To measure the overall stability at k, we
calculate the mean agreement between the reference ranking set and all other
ranking sets using Eqn. 3:
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3.3 Model Selection

To generate a diverse collection of solutions, we combine two general strategies
common in the ensemble clustering and stability analysis literature. Firstly, we
make use of the natural instability of topic modeling algorithms – i.e. the sensi-
tivity of NMF to the choice of initial factors, or the stochastic element in LDA
optimization. Secondly, to further increase diversity, at each run we sample a
specific fraction � of all documents for analysis.

We measure pairwise agreement between all term ranking collections for a
given value of k using the AJ term ranking agreement method described in
Section 3.1.

The approach above requires the evaluation of the agreement between 1/2⇥
⌧ ⇥ (⌧ � 1) unique pairs of ranking collections. Following the stability analysis
method described in X, an alternative approach is to identify an initial single
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3.3 Model Selection

To generate a diverse collection of solutions, we combine two general strategies
common in the ensemble clustering and stability analysis literature. Firstly, we

Ranking set S1:
R11 = {sport, win, award}
R12 = {bank, finance, money}
R13 = {music, album, band}

Ranking set S2:
R21 = {finance, bank, economy}
R22 = {music, band, award}
R23 = {win, sport, money}

subsets of r top-ranked items in two lists, for r = [1, t]. This naturally accords a
higher positional weight to items at the top of the lists. More recently, Kumar and
Vassilvitskii proposed a generic framework for measuring the distance between
a pair of rankings [21], supporting both positions weights (i.e. top-weighted)
and item relevance weights. Based on this framework, generalized versions of
Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s footrule metric were derived. However, the authors
did not focus on the case of indefinite rankings.

3 Methods

In this section we describe a general stability-based method for selecting the num-
ber of topics for topic modeling. Unlike previous unsupervised stability analysis
and ensemble clustering methods, we focus on the use of features or terms to
evaluate the suitability of a model. This is motivated by the term-centric ap-
proach generally taken in topic modeling, where precedence is generally given to
the term-topic output and topics are summarized using a truncated set of top
terms per topic. Also, unlike the approach proposed in [11] for genetic data, our
method does not assume that topic clusters are entirely disjoint and does not
require the calculation of a dense connectivity matrix.

Firstly, in Section 3.1 we describe a similarity metric for comparing two
ranked lists of terms. Using this measure, in Section 3.2 we propose a measure
of the agreement between two topic models, represented as ranked term lists.
Subsequently, in Section 3.3 we propose a stability analysis method for selecting
the number of topics in a text corpus.
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= 0.54

3.1 Term Ranking Similarity

A general way to represent the output of a topic modeling algorithm is in the
form of a ranking set containing k ranked lists, denoted S = {R

1

, . . . , R
k

}. The
i-th topic produced by the algorithm is represented by the list R

i

, containing
the top t terms which are most characteristic of that topic according to some
criterion. In the case of NMF, this will correspond to the highest ranked values
in each column of the k basis vectors, while for LDA this will consist of the
terms with the highest probabilities in the term distributions for each topic. For
partitional or hierarchical document clustering algorithms, this might consist of
the highest ranked terms in each cluster centroid.

A variety of symmetric measures could be used to assess the similarity be-
tween a pair of ranked lists (R

i

, R
j

). A näıve approach would be to employ a
simple set overlap method, such as the Jaccard index [22]. However, such mea-
sures do not take into account positional information. Terms occurring at the
top of a ranked list generated by an algorithm such as NMF will naturally be
more indicative of a topic than those occurring at the tail of the list, which corre-
spond to zero or near-zero values in the original basis vectors. Also, in practice,
rather than considering all m terms in a corpus, the results of topic modeling are
presented using the t << m top ranked terms. Similarly, if we wish to consider
truncated ranked lists with up to t terms, this will generally lead to indefinite
rankings, where di↵erent subsets of terms are being compared.

Following the ranking distance measure proposed by Fagin et al. [20], we
propose the use of a top-weighted version of the Jaccard index, suitable for
calculating the similarity between pairs of indefinite rankings. Specifically, we
define the Average Jaccard (AJ) measure as follows. We calculate the mean
Jaccard score between every pair of subsets of l top-ranked terms in two lists,
for depth d 2 [1, t]. That is:
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such that R
i,d

is the head of list R
i

up to depth d. This is a symmetric measure
producing values in the range [0, 1], where the terms through a ranked list are
accorded relevance according to a decreasing linear scale. To demonstrate this,
a simple illustrative example is shown in Fig. 1. Note that, although the Jaccard
score at depth d = 5 is comparatively high (0.429), the mean score is much lower
(0.154), as the similarity between terms occurs towards the tails of the lists –

Fig. 1. A simple example of measuring the agreement between two di↵erent topic
models, each containing k = 3 topics, represented by a pair of ranking sets.
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matched to R
xi

by the permuta-
tion ⇡. Values for the above take the range [0, 1], where a comparison between
two identical k-way topic models will result in a score of 1. A simple example
illustrating the agreement process is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3 Selecting the Number of Topics

Building on the agreement measure defined in Section 3.2, we now propose a
model selection approach for topic modeling. For each value of k in a broad pre-
defined range [k
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], we proceed as follows. We firstly generate an initial
topic model on the complete data set using an appropriate algorithm (ideally this
should be deterministic in nature), which provides a reference point for analyzing
the stability a↵orded by using k topics. We represent this as a reference ranking

set S
0

, where each topic is represented by the ranked list of its top t terms.
Subsequently, ⌧ samples of the data set are constructed by randomly selecting
a subset of � ⇥ n documents without replacement, where 0  �  1 denotes the
sampling ratio controlling the number of documents in each sample. We then
generate ⌧ k-way topic models by applying the topic modeling algorithm to each
of the samples, resulting in alternative ranking sets {S

1

, . . . ,S
⌧

}, where all topics
are also represented using t top terms. To measure the overall stability at k, we
calculate the mean agreement between the reference ranking set and all other
ranking sets using Eqn. 3:
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AJ Similarity Matrix

Optimal Match
Ranking Set #1:   

Ranking Set #2:   

Next Problem: How to measure agreement between two topic 
models, each containing k ranked lists?



Model Selection
Q. How can we use the agreement between pairs of topic models to choose the 

number of topics in a corpus?


• Proposal:  
‣ Generate topics on different samples of the corpus.

‣ Measure term agreement between topics and a “reference set” of topics.

‣ Higher agreement between terms ➢ A more stable topic model.

6

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2
1 oil win
2 bank players
3 election minister
4 policy party
5 government ireland
6 match club
7 senate year
8 democracy election
9 firm coalition
10 team first

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2
1 cup first
2 labour sales
3 growth year
4 team minister
5 senate firm
6 minister match
7 ireland coalition
8 players team
9 year election
10 economy policy

Low agreement  
between top 
ranked terms

Run 1 Run 2

Low stability 
for k=2



Model Selection
Q. How can we use the agreement between pairs of topic models to choose the 

number of topics in a corpus?


• Proposal:  
‣ Generate topics on different samples of the corpus.

‣ Measure term agreement between topics and a “reference set” of topics.

‣ Higher agreement between terms ➢ A more stable topic model.

7

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
1 growth game labour
2 company ireland election
3 market win vote
4 economy cup party
5 bank goal governmen

t6 year match coalition
7 firm team minister
8 sales first
 policy
9 shares club democracy
10 oil players first

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
1 game growth labour
2 win company election
3 ireland market governmen

t4 cup economy party
5 match bank vote
6 team shares policy
7 first year minister
8 players firm democracy
9 club sales senate
10 goal oil coalition

Run 1 Run 2

High agreement  
between top 
ranked terms

High stability 
for k=3
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1. Randomly generate ⌧ samples of the data set, each containing �⇥n documents.
2. For each value of k 2 [k

min

, k
max

] :
1. Apply the topic modeling algorithm to the complete data set of n documents

to generate k topics, and represent the output as the reference ranking set
S0.

2. For each sample X
i

:
(a) Apply the topic modeling algorithm to X

i

to generate k topics, and
represent the output as the ranking set S

i

.
(b) Calculate the agreement score agree(S0,Si

).
3. Compute the mean agreement score for k over all ⌧ samples (Eqn. 4).

3. Select one or more values for k based upon the highest mean agreement scores.

Fig. 2. Summary of the proposed stability analysis method for topic models.

This process is repeated for each candidate k 2 [k
min

, k
max

]. A summary of the
entire process is given in Fig. 2. Note that the proposed approach is similar to
the strategy for item stability analysis proposed in [7], in that a single reference
point is used for each value of k, involving ⌧ comparisons between solutions. This
contrasts with the approach used by other authors in the literature (e.g. [14])
which involves comparing all unique pairs of results, requiring ⌧⇥(⌧�1)

2

agreement
comparisons.

By examining a plot of the stability scores produced with Eqn. 4, a final value
k may be identified based on peaks in the plot. The presence of more than one
peak indicates that multiple appropriate topic schemes exist for the corpus under
consideration, which is analogous to the existence of multiple alternative solu-
tions in many general cluster analysis problems [21]. An example of this case is
shown in Fig. 3(a) for the guardian-2013 corpus. This data set has six annotated
category labels, but we also see a peak at k = 3 in the stability plots, suggesting
that thematic structure exists at a more coarse level too. On the other hand, a
flat curve with no peaks, combined with low stability values, strongly suggests
that no coherent topics exist in the data set. This is analogous to the general
problem of identifying “clustering tendency” [7]. The example in Fig. 3(b) shows
plots generated for a synthetic data set of 500 randomly generated documents.
As one might expect, no strong peak appears in the stability plots.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Data

We now evaluate the stability analysis method proposed in Section 3 to assess
its usefulness in guiding the selection of the number of topics for NMF. The
evaluation is performed on a number of text corpora, each of which has anno-
tated “ground truth” document labels, such that each document is assigned a
single label. When pre-processing the data, terms occurring in < 20 documents
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1. Randomly generate ⌧ samples of the data set, each containing �⇥n documents.
2. For each value of k 2 [k
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] :
1. Apply the topic modeling algorithm to the complete data set of n documents

to generate k topics, and represent the output as the reference ranking set
S0.

2. For each sample X
i
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i

to generate k topics, and
represent the output as the ranking set S

i

.
(b) Calculate the agreement score agree(S0,Si

).
3. Compute the mean agreement score for k over all ⌧ samples (Eqn. 4).

3. Select one or more values for k based upon the highest mean agreement scores.

Fig. 2. Summary of the proposed stability analysis method for topic models.

This process is repeated for each candidate k 2 [k
min

, k
max

]. A summary of the
entire process is given in Fig. 2. Note that the proposed approach is similar to
the strategy for item stability analysis proposed in [7], in that a single reference
point is used for each value of k, involving ⌧ comparisons between solutions. This
contrasts with the approach used by other authors in the literature (e.g. [14])
which involves comparing all unique pairs of results, requiring ⌧⇥(⌧�1)

2

agreement
comparisons.

By examining a plot of the stability scores produced with Eqn. 4, a final value
k may be identified based on peaks in the plot. The presence of more than one
peak indicates that multiple appropriate topic schemes exist for the corpus under
consideration, which is analogous to the existence of multiple alternative solu-
tions in many general cluster analysis problems [21]. An example of this case is
shown in Fig. 3(a) for the guardian-2013 corpus. This data set has six annotated
category labels, but we also see a peak at k = 3 in the stability plots, suggesting
that thematic structure exists at a more coarse level too. On the other hand, a
flat curve with no peaks, combined with low stability values, strongly suggests
that no coherent topics exist in the data set. This is analogous to the general
problem of identifying “clustering tendency” [7]. The example in Fig. 3(b) shows
plots generated for a synthetic data set of 500 randomly generated documents.
As one might expect, no strong peak appears in the stability plots.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Data

We now evaluate the stability analysis method proposed in Section 3 to assess
its usefulness in guiding the selection of the number of topics for NMF. The
evaluation is performed on a number of text corpora, each of which has anno-
tated “ground truth” document labels, such that each document is assigned a
single label. When pre-processing the data, terms occurring in < 20 documents

Two potentially 
good models
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1. Randomly generate ⌧ samples of the data set, each containing �⇥n documents.
2. For each value of k 2 [k

min

, k
max

] :
1. Apply the topic modeling algorithm to the complete data set of n documents

to generate k topics, and represent the output as the reference ranking set
S0.

2. For each sample X
i

:
(a) Apply the topic modeling algorithm to X

i

to generate k topics, and
represent the output as the ranking set S

i

.
(b) Calculate the agreement score agree(S0,Si

).
3. Compute the mean agreement score for k over all ⌧ samples (Eqn. 4).

3. Select one or more values for k based upon the highest mean agreement scores.

Fig. 2. Summary of the proposed stability analysis method for topic models.

This process is repeated for each candidate k 2 [k
min

, k
max

]. A summary of the
entire process is given in Fig. 2. Note that the proposed approach is similar to
the strategy for item stability analysis proposed in [7], in that a single reference
point is used for each value of k, involving ⌧ comparisons between solutions. This
contrasts with the approach used by other authors in the literature (e.g. [14])
which involves comparing all unique pairs of results, requiring ⌧⇥(⌧�1)

2

agreement
comparisons.

By examining a plot of the stability scores produced with Eqn. 4, a final value
k may be identified based on peaks in the plot. The presence of more than one
peak indicates that multiple appropriate topic schemes exist for the corpus under
consideration, which is analogous to the existence of multiple alternative solu-
tions in many general cluster analysis problems [21]. An example of this case is
shown in Fig. 3(a) for the guardian-2013 corpus. This data set has six annotated
category labels, but we also see a peak at k = 3 in the stability plots, suggesting
that thematic structure exists at a more coarse level too. On the other hand, a
flat curve with no peaks, combined with low stability values, strongly suggests
that no coherent topics exist in the data set. This is analogous to the general
problem of identifying “clustering tendency” [7]. The example in Fig. 3(b) shows
plots generated for a synthetic data set of 500 randomly generated documents.
As one might expect, no strong peak appears in the stability plots.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Data

We now evaluate the stability analysis method proposed in Section 3 to assess
its usefulness in guiding the selection of the number of topics for NMF. The
evaluation is performed on a number of text corpora, each of which has anno-
tated “ground truth” document labels, such that each document is assigned a
single label. When pre-processing the data, terms occurring in < 20 documents

No coherent 
topics in the 

data?



Aside: NMF For Topic Models

• Applying NMF to Text Data: 
1. Construct vector space model for documents (after stop-

word filtering), resulting in a document-term matrix A.

2. Apply TF-IDF term weight normalisation to A.

3. Normalize TF-IDF vectors to unit length.

4. Apply Projected Gradient NMF to A.

Insight Latent Space Workshop 11

• NMF outputs two factors: 
1. Basis matrix: The topics in the data. Rank entries in 

columns to produce topic ranking sets.

2. Coefficient matrix: The membership weights for documents 

relative to each topic.



Experimental Evaluation

• Experimental Setup: 
‣ Examine topic stability for k ∈ [2, 12].  
‣ Reference ranking set produced using NNDSVD + NMF on the 

complete corpus.

‣ Generated 100 test ranking sets using Random Initialisation + 

NMF, randomly sampling 80% of documents.

‣ Measure agreement using top 20 terms.

Insight Latent Space Workshop 12

• Comparison: 
• Apply popular existing approach for selecting rank for NMF 

based on the cophenetic correlation of a consensus matrix 
(Brunet et al, 2004).


• Compare both results to ground truth labels for each corpus.



Experimental Results
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Fig. 4. Comparison of plots generated for stability analysis (t = 20) and consensus
matrix analysis for values of k 2 [2, 12]. In both cases we attempt to identify one or
more suitable values for k based on peaks in the plots.

Although both measures can produce values in the range [0, 1], in practice the
correlation scores for the consensus method are generally close to 1. While at first
it may appear unfair to plot both methods on the same scale, an examination
of the variance with k reflects the higher sensitivity of the stability method
to changes across di↵erent values of k – the mean standard deviation across
the eight corpora is 0.068 for stability analysis, as compared with 0.015 for the
consensus method. Given that the objective is to identify values of k that have
a strong signal, a higher variance score is desirable.

We now summarize the results for each of the corpora in detail. The bbc

corpus contains five well-separated annotated categories for news articles, such
as “business” and “entertainment”. Therefore it is unsurprising that in Fig. 4(a)
we find a strong peak for both methods at k = 5, with a sharp fall-o↵ for the
stability method after this point. This reflects the fact that the five categories
are accurately recovered by NMF. For the bbcsport corpus, which also has five

bbc corpus

k=5 ground 
truth labels

bbcsport corpus
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Fig. 4. Comparison of plots generated for stability analysis (t = 20) and consensus
matrix analysis for values of k 2 [2, 12]. In both cases we attempt to identify one or
more suitable values for k based on peaks in the plots.

Although both measures can produce values in the range [0, 1], in practice the
correlation scores for the consensus method are generally close to 1. While at first
it may appear unfair to plot both methods on the same scale, an examination
of the variance with k reflects the higher sensitivity of the stability method
to changes across di↵erent values of k – the mean standard deviation across
the eight corpora is 0.068 for stability analysis, as compared with 0.015 for the
consensus method. Given that the objective is to identify values of k that have
a strong signal, a higher variance score is desirable.

We now summarize the results for each of the corpora in detail. The bbc

corpus contains five well-separated annotated categories for news articles, such
as “business” and “entertainment”. Therefore it is unsurprising that in Fig. 4(a)
we find a strong peak for both methods at k = 5, with a sharp fall-o↵ for the
stability method after this point. This reflects the fact that the five categories
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Fig. 4. Comparison of plots generated for stability analysis (t = 20) and consensus
matrix analysis for values of k 2 [2, 12]. In both cases we attempt to identify one or
more suitable values for k based on peaks in the plots.

Although both measures can produce values in the range [0, 1], in practice the
correlation scores for the consensus method are generally close to 1. While at first
it may appear unfair to plot both methods on the same scale, an examination
of the variance with k reflects the higher sensitivity of the stability method
to changes across di↵erent values of k – the mean standard deviation across
the eight corpora is 0.068 for stability analysis, as compared with 0.015 for the
consensus method. Given that the objective is to identify values of k that have
a strong signal, a higher variance score is desirable.

We now summarize the results for each of the corpora in detail. The bbc

corpus contains five well-separated annotated categories for news articles, such
as “business” and “entertainment”. Therefore it is unsurprising that in Fig. 4(a)
we find a strong peak for both methods at k = 5, with a sharp fall-o↵ for the
stability method after this point. This reflects the fact that the five categories
are accurately recovered by NMF. For the bbcsport corpus, which also has five
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truth labels
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Fig. 4. Comparison of plots generated for stability analysis (t = 20) and consensus
matrix analysis for values of k 2 [2, 12]. In both cases we attempt to identify one or
more suitable values for k based on peaks in the plots.

Although both measures can produce values in the range [0, 1], in practice the
correlation scores for the consensus method are generally close to 1. While at first
it may appear unfair to plot both methods on the same scale, an examination
of the variance with k reflects the higher sensitivity of the stability method
to changes across di↵erent values of k – the mean standard deviation across
the eight corpora is 0.068 for stability analysis, as compared with 0.015 for the
consensus method. Given that the objective is to identify values of k that have
a strong signal, a higher variance score is desirable.

We now summarize the results for each of the corpora in detail. The bbc

corpus contains five well-separated annotated categories for news articles, such
as “business” and “entertainment”. Therefore it is unsurprising that in Fig. 4(a)
we find a strong peak for both methods at k = 5, with a sharp fall-o↵ for the
stability method after this point. This reflects the fact that the five categories
are accurately recovered by NMF. For the bbcsport corpus, which also has five

irishtimes-2013 corpus

k=7 ground 
truth labels

k=2 “sport” vs 
everything else

Table 4. Examples of top 10 terms for reference ranking sets generated by NMF on a
number of text corpora for di↵erent values of k.

(a) guardian-2013 (k = 3)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

1 book league bank

2 music club government

3 fashion season labour

4 people team growth

5 life players uk

6 album united economy

7 time manager tax

8 novel game company

9 love football party

10 world goal market

(b) irishtimes-2013 (k = 2)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2

1 game cent

2 against government

3 team court

4 ireland health

5 players ireland

6 time minister

7 cup people

8 back tax

9 violates dublin

10 win irish

(c) nytimes-1999 (k = 4)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

1 game company yr mets

2 knicks stock bills yankees

3 team market bond game

4 season business rate inning

5 coach companies infl valentine

6 points shares bds season

7 play stocks bd torre

8 league york month baseball

9 players investors municipal run

10 sprewell bank buyer clemens

(d) wikipedia-high (k = 2)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2

1 album team

2 band war

3 song star

4 music air

5 released season

6 songs aircraft

7 chart ship

8 video army

9 rock line

10 albums world

(e) wikipedia-high (k = 4)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

1 album war team star

2 band air season planet

3 song ship race sun

4 music aircraft league earth

5 released army game stars

6 songs ships championships orbit

7 chart squadron games mass

8 video battle cup planets

9 rock station world system

10 albums british championship solar

(f) wikipedia-low (k = 5)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

1 season album cricket division opera

2 league band test infantry stakes

3 team released match battalion race

4 nhl metal innings war car

5 hockey music runs battle racing

6 games song wickets brigade engine

7 cup tour against army old

8 game jazz australia regiment horse

9 goals songs england german stud

10 club albums wicket squadron derby

the corpus (e.g. the examples shown in Table 4(b,d)). In a few cases we also see
that the ground truth does not always correspond well to the actual data (e.g. for
the sports-related articles in nytimes-1999 ). This problem arises from time to

irishtimes-1999 corpus (k=2)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of plots generated for stability analysis (t = 20) and consensus
matrix analysis for values of k 2 [2, 12].

ground truth news categories, we see a peak at k = 4, followed by a lower peak
at k = 5 – see Fig. 4(b). The consensus method exhibits a similar peak at this
point. Examining the top terms for the reference ranking set at k = 4 indicates
that the two smallest categories, “athletics” and “tennis” have been assigned to
a single larger topic, while the other three categories are clearly represented as
topics.

In the ground truth for the guardian-2013 corpus, each article is labeled
based upon the section in which it appeared on the guardian.co.uk website.
From Fig. 4(c) we see that the stability method correctly identifies a peak at
k = 6 corresponding to the six sections in the corpus, which is not found by the
consensus method. However, both methods also suggest a more coarse clustering
at k = 3. Inspecting the reference ranking set (see Table 4(a)) suggests an
intuitive explanation – “books”, “fashion” and “music” sections were merged in
a single culture-related topic, documents labeled as “politics” and “business”
were clustered together, while “football” remains as a distinct topic.

nytimes-1999 corpus

k=2 “sport” vs 
everything else

Ground truth has 4 
labels, stability 
suggests k=6

Table 4. Examples of top 10 terms for reference ranking sets generated by NMF on a
number of text corpora for di↵erent values of k.

(a) guardian-2013 (k = 3)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

1 book league bank

2 music club government

3 fashion season labour

4 people team growth

5 life players uk

6 album united economy

7 time manager tax

8 novel game company

9 love football party

10 world goal market

(b) irishtimes-2013 (k = 2)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2

1 game cent

2 against government

3 team court

4 ireland health

5 players ireland

6 time minister

7 cup people

8 back tax

9 violates dublin

10 win irish

(c) nytimes-1999 (k = 4)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

1 game company yr mets

2 knicks stock bills yankees

3 team market bond game

4 season business rate inning

5 coach companies infl valentine

6 points shares bds season

7 play stocks bd torre

8 league york month baseball

9 players investors municipal run

10 sprewell bank buyer clemens

(d) wikipedia-high (k = 2)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2

1 album team

2 band war

3 song star

4 music air

5 released season

6 songs aircraft

7 chart ship

8 video army

9 rock line

10 albums world

(e) wikipedia-high (k = 4)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

1 album war team star

2 band air season planet

3 song ship race sun

4 music aircraft league earth

5 released army game stars

6 songs ships championships orbit

7 chart squadron games mass

8 video battle cup planets

9 rock station world system

10 albums british championship solar

(f) wikipedia-low (k = 5)

Rank Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

1 season album cricket division opera

2 league band test infantry stakes

3 team released match battalion race

4 nhl metal innings war car

5 hockey music runs battle racing

6 games song wickets brigade engine

7 cup tour against army old

8 game jazz australia regiment horse

9 goals songs england german stud

10 club albums wicket squadron derby

the corpus (e.g. the examples shown in Table 4(b,d)). In a few cases we also see
that the ground truth does not always correspond well to the actual data (e.g. for
the sports-related articles in nytimes-1999 ). This problem arises from time to

nytimes-1999 corpus (k=4)

Ground truth does not always correspond well to the actual data!  
Can arise when metadata is used as ground truth for ML experiments.



Summary

• Proposed new method for choosing number of topics using a 
term-centric stability analysis strategy.


• Using rankings rather than raw factor values or probabilities 
means we can generalise to any topic modeling approach that 
represents topics as term rankings.
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• Future work: 
• Evaluate topic stability method with LDA.

• Build ensemble of topic models to provide better term 

rankings and document clusters.

• Apply term agreement measures in context of dynamic 

topic models.



Any Questions ?

http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.4606 
!

https://github.com/derekgreene/topic-stability

http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.4606
https://github.com/derekgreene/topic-stability
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